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Adobe Turns on More Free Tools and Services in
DC and Extends Adobe Sign Free Trial to 90 Days
Hong Kong — April 15, 2020 — Adobe (Nasdaq: ADBE) is offering more free tools and services and
extending trial periods to help customers get the most out of digital documents during the current morethan-ever digital life. While Adobe Acrobat Reader and Adobe Scan remain completely free for all, Adobe is
expanding free usage of its Convert and Compress tools on online Acrobat PDF tools up to 10 times each per
day until 31 May, and Adobe Sign free trial has been extended to 90 days, helping everyone get work done
digitally from anywhere.
Easy to work with PDFs from anywhere
As the original and the most ubiquitous PDF reader available, the Acrobat Reader DC app is essential for
reliable viewing, reviewing, commenting, filling out, sharing, and signing PDF documents. It’s easy to work
with PDFs from anywhere because Acrobat Reader DC is connected to the Document Cloud. Users can even
access and store files in Box, Dropbox, Google Drive, or Microsoft OneDrive.
Meanwhile, the free Adobe Scan app puts the power of a scanner right in the pocket, especially when many
are out of the office, or the classroom right now. Users can easily turn any paper document into high-quality
PDFs that can be filled out, annotated, signed, sent and saved. Behind the scenes, Adobe Scan uses artificial
intelligence (Adobe Sensei) to automatically enhance scan, correct perspectives and detect document
boundaries.
Collaborate, Convert and Compress for free
Subscribers to Adobe Acrobat DC can do more with their PDFs, such as send them for shared collaborative
review, convert to and from other file types and compress to reduce file size. Now, shared collaboration of
PDF documents is free on desktop, online and mobile devices, which saves the trouble of sending PDF
attachments around via email and managing versions. Just share a PDF for review and any number of people
can view, comment, and resolve conflicts in one place, without all the back and forth.
Apart from working with PDFs through desktop software or through an app, users can also do a lot with
web-based Acrobat tools online. Through until May 31 Adobe is expanding free usage of the Convert and
Compress tools, which easily convert Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and JPG files to PDF or reduce a
PDF’s file size for sharing, viewing, or reviewing via link or email, up to 10 times each per day.
Adobe Sign free trial extended to 90 days
With integrated solutions from Microsoft and other leading business apps, Adobe Sign helps simplify the
signing process and transform e-signature workflows. Now, Adobe has extended the Adobe Sign free trial to
90 days for small businesses and enterprises, who can sign up for it through May 31 and manage critical
documents and e-signatures with no commitment.
No matter how users need to work with documents, Adobe has free tools and services to help them while
they’re working away from their office, co-workers, classroom or classmates.
For more information on resources to help users stay productive, please visit here.
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